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21st Century Student Outcomes
● 21st century student outcomes

○ New outcomes related to 

communication and access to and 

sharing of information

● Curriculum adoptions routinely include 

essential online components for students



Paradigm Shift for Teachers & Instruction
● Shift in thinking about learning activities based on outcomes

● Shift in teaching practice

● SAMR model provides scaffolding
○ Substitution, augmentation, modification & redefinition



Changing Expectations for Communications

Fluid communication

● Students communicate as they are working 
with their teachers

● Students communicate with each other even 
when working in separate locations

● Teachers guide students as they complete 
homework assignments . . . in real time

● New communication competencies reliant on 
access to the Internet

● Technology presents new ways to learn & 
collaborate



Access to Learning Resources
Increased need for students to have ready 
access:

● Internet resources

● devices that connect to the Internet

● devices when & where they need them to 

do their work & be successful



Planning & Preparation
● Site visits to Puget Sound area schools

○ take-home of devices
○ in-class 1:1 device allocation

● Networking with Washington & Oregon IT education professionals via 
organizations such as Association of Computer Professionals in Education 
(ACPE) and Puget Sound Educational Service District (PSESD)

● Review of curricula adoptions
● Review of  21st century student outcomes
● Review of research and information from other national educational 

technology organizations such as ISTE and CoSN
● BISD conversations with teaching staff in grades 7 & 8 facilitated by school 

principals



Teacher Observations - Real Time Editing
This year I discovered that technology can be a valuable tool to increasing my 
students' success.  Through my use of Google Classroom and Google Docs,  I 
was able to access my students' work at any stage in the process, identifying 
problems and offering assistance in a more timely manner.  

Keri Schmit, 8th U.S. History & LA



Teacher Observation - Opportunities for 
Collaboration

Google Classroom offers countless opportunities for managing 
student work and creating paperless assignments.
 Google resources afford more opportunities for collaboration within 
the classroom and outside of school especially when students are not 
able to meet and work together.

Carrie Newman, 8th LA



Teacher Observation - Multimedia 

In supplementing the History Alive curriculum with primary sources, 
videos, music, podcasts, and interactive maps, I have observed the 
students’ level of engagement, excitement and comprehension of 
material to be at an all-time high.

Betsy Garfunkel, 8th SS & Leadership



Student Voice
Electronic classroom communications allow all students to have a voice in the 
classroom conversation.

Comments from 2 Teachers at EHHS:

Students who are usually more reserved, anxious, or easily flustered about 
speaking in class are able to fully voice their answers or opinions without actually 

having to speak. 

These two particular students are very quiet in class and typically don’t speak 
unless required.  However, here, they feel comfortable to fully explore their ideas 

without anxiety.



Prepare for What Lies Ahead
● District-wide conversations

● Planning

● Develop win-win-win scenarios

● Anticipate needs
○ Students

○ Staff

○ Parents

And then  . . . . move forward


